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Energy Pipelines in the Eastern Mediterranean and its Impact on the
Global Production
Introduction
According to the (International Energy Agency- IEA, 2014) which prepared
the annual report as a “World Energy Outlook” has forecast (37%) increase in
global energy demand by (2040)1 While the world's population is expected to rise
from (7.2) billion in (2014) to (9) billion by (2040). The growing demands to
Natural gas per year for (1.6%) and to Oil per year for (1.3%)2. Furthermore,
presently, more than (50%) of all the energy consumed within the European Union
is imported from outside. That is why the gas extremely conflict between Russia
and the European union countries in (2006) and (2009) took place as well (2014) in
the Crimean peninsula. meanwhile, the discoveries of natural gas about (2000)
Billion cubic meters (bcm) and a ratio of Oil in the Eastern Mediterranean have
really meant an Energy revolution, Probably change the geopolitics and political
alliance in the area all3.
For that porpuse, this scientific paper is an inductive approach and will focus
on the energy pipelines in the eastern Mediterranean, especially, the pipeline
connection between Cyprus, Israel and Egypt and its exporting to European
countries, in order to satisfy the EU „s demands, the article also asked what is the
role of energy pipelines in the regional cooperations? Does natural gas redrawing
the map of forces in the region?. How U.S.A is welcoming this new political
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economy phenomenon in the Mediterranean basin?, Moreover, this attempt seek to
understand more about the political economy in the eastern Mediterranean and its
intertwining with the Middle East events, such as some researchers believed that
energy pipelines are the tools of the invisible conflict in the Middle East during
and after the Arab Uprising/ Spring in (2011).

Section One: The International political Economy of Natural gas
and Oil
In terms of economy, Yet, Oil and natural gas are an interesting goods in the
global Market, there are more than (80.000) Multi National Corporations in the
world, Still the Petroleum and energy companies are considered the top ten world‟s
Multinational Corporation, Such as: “ExxonMobil- American‟s Multinational
corporations”

Also, RosNeft and Gas Prom- Like a biggest Russian Energy

Multinational corporation. The number of employing in ExxonMobil about
(82,000) people worldwide, With almost (4,000) experts people at Headquarters,
the Revenue of only this biggest energy company about (218,6) Billion USD in
(2016)4.
Openly, When Companies go to outside, need to open a branch or office,
Means this company want to hire their money in the state or specific region abroad,
lastly, it becomes to reason of international cooperation and maybe political
support, then, the country trying to provide the interest of the companies, It
probably this is designed on the base of “ Win- Win” situation.
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On the other hand, the Energy Pipeline (particularly gas pipelines) there have
other dimensions, as a security and geopolitics. For instance, If pipeline extends
from Syria to Mediterranean, Means this region need toward rethinking security
and new energy geopolitics:

1.1. Pipelines and Pipedreams: Gas connection in the EuroMediterranean countries and their implications
The gas conflict between European Union countries and Russia in (2006)
and (2009) is obligated Europe too, especially, after the Crimea crisis, has
increased the Russian hegemony and became a dismantle of Nabucco pipeline
(Nabucco: Is a main largest gas project to export the Natural gas from central of
Asia to central Europe), that is why gas supply has been a priority of the European
Union. In the parallel time the discoveries of natural gas under the sea in the
Mediterranean basin or within Europe‟s geographical vicinity could a good
opportunity the Europeans to build energy resilience- a determination target of its
Energy union strategy.
The process of production of natural gas in the Eastern Mediterranean has
also led to expectance that mutual economic interests could be a guarantee for
closer ties between a various countries in the LEVANT. So, this means facilitating
Israel economic integration with the Arab neighbors (definitely: Egypt), on the
other hand once again, it‟s new attempting to process of unification between south
and north Cypriot, or stimulating rapprochement between Cyprus and Turkey. As
noted during the normalization of Turkey- Israeli relation in (2016) the first point
within their agreement has emphasized to exporting natural gas from Israel to
Turkey, but there is no clear does Cyprus allow for across energy for Turkey?!.
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Generally, the Energy issues have two different consequences: firstly, can
become a regional cooperation within the framework of mutual economic benefits ,
then it transforms to a peaceful, political coexistence and economic prosperity.
Second, can become a conflict between states and punishment of others, then it
shifts for diplomatic escalations which are the main reason for intervention by
superpower or regional actors.
Furthermore, in terms of consumption of the surrounding area, can be
analyzed one by one, the population of Egypt around (82) Million consumes
(81.0) Million tonnes of amounting

in terms of primary energy, per one

consumption of (0.99) tonnes of oil equivalent per year in Egypt. In comparing of
Turkey that per capita consumes (1.41) tonnes of Oil per year. In the meantime,
The energy consumption in France about (3.86) tonnes of Oil per capita per year,
the Italy also, per one (2.82) tonnes of Oil amounting per year, and Spain anyone
needs (3.20) tonnes of Oil amounting per year5. In General, the European countries
in (2012) consumed about (46) Million tonnes of Liquefied Natural GAS (LNG)
this is equal to (19%) of world production6.
As (Riad Eid, 2013) discussed that the Europe's commitment to the Kyoto
Protocol has made the importance of natural gas rapidly, because it is a "clean
source of energy" that is ideal for the substitution of coal and nuclear power plants
in the EU, especially after the German decision to get rid of nuclear plants after the
Fukushima disaster. As well as gas is a much possible environmentally method of
carbon emissions. Its use has become the only realistic trajectory for European
Union governments, from Germany to Italy to France and Spain, to meet the
5
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minimum CO2 emission reduction requirements by (2020) as recommended by the
World Energy Organization. It is a major transformation towards gas consumption
rather than coal, as gas reduces carbon dioxide emissions by (50- 60%) compared
to coal. Because the economic cost of using gas instead of wind power or any
alternative energy source is much lower, gas is quickly rising to become the EU's
leading energy source and the world's largest emerging gas market7.

Section Two: Petrolume and Natural gas political Economies in the
Levant*
When we look the pattern of international relations, there are many
Following series were happened one by one, the escalated between NATO and
Russian during the Crimea crisis between (2009 to 2014). The outbreak of Arab
Uprising/ Spring in (2011). The declaration of discoveries natural gas in the Levant
basin after (2010 till now), also increased the efforts of the Qatar government to
participate in the global market and its supply of natural gas that they owned, then
the

Qatar „s intervention in the Syrian crisis to exporting toward the

Mediterranean.
The main successive discoveries of gas in the water of Israel, Cyprus, Egypt,
and also Lebanon on the way of exploration, this gives a better chance to Europe to
the extension of political and economic partnership with the Mediterranean. Also,
Turkey‟s ambitions role in this area.
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In addition, the strategic relationship and triple summit between Cyprus,
Israel, Greece, are the priority and a strong assumption in this era, the gas pipeline
is the main reason to “Historical talks” between their countries:
This picture below: is the prime minister of Cyprus, Israel and Greece, during their
summit, it refers to the influence of gas pipeline in the International Political Economy:

2.1. Israel: Turned from gas importer to export
Israel is an agricultural and industrial state, constantly, needs to provide
energy sources, as: Water, Natural gas and Oil, in order to generation power plant
and repletion all domestic demands. until (2012) Israel was a net gas importer from
Egypt, this pipeline was crossed from Sinai peninsula into southern Israel, in
(2009) the team was led by (Nobel Energy- its an USA company) discovered
TAMAR field, a (10) Trillion Cubic Feet –tcf gas, which located (80) km west of
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Haifa, after the Arab Uprising/Spring and its outbreak in Egypt, the Pipeline that
delivering from Sinai to Israel faced an attack by Sinai based militant in (2012),
the gas connection between both countries faced a difficult challenge and direct
threat, So that, in (2013) the TAMAR field started the gas production such as a
replaced to Egyptian‟s gas, some experts said that the Tamar and MARIN
(MARIN: as a small field have 1tcf) to be sufficient for Israel for the next (50)
years8. While Israel had agreement for (15) years with Eygpt for importing (1.7)
Billion meters cubic per year. Only a year after TAMAR discovery, the Noble
Energy declared that found a largest LEVIATHAN gas field undersea, around (50)
km in the south-west of TAMAR field, which is estimated (17.6) tcf. This reality
becomes Israel a strong regional power in the Middle East and Mediterranean, as
well as it is political economy shifts between Israel and Europe.
Leviathan, has become a largest gas field in the Eastern Mediterranean, connected
with a Taamar, then after that the Cyprus government declared Aphrodite fields
as a resulting offshore drilling, that the distance between this two major field only
(55) Kilimeters, this is given hopes to led in the Mediterranean9.

2.2. The Cyprus hydrocarbon explorations
In parallel of the process of exploration, with an intensive care by EU and
U.S.A corporations, Cyprus also shifted to a new Geo-strategic position in the
Mediterranean, in (2011) the Housten- Based company Nobel Energy discovered
the APHRODITE field which had amounted (3.6- 6) Trillion Cubic Feet gas, this
event given opportunity to Cyprus being a new regional actor like an amazing
island in the South Eastern Mediterranean and it probanly be a new energy market
8
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in Europe. In spite of the enormous economic tourism for this small island. So that
In 2011 US firm Noble Energy, who is developed Israel‟s giant Tamar and
Leveathan gas field in the eastern Mediterranean sea, announced a world-class
discoveries of natural gas in Cyprus offshore EEZ block 12, known as Aphrodite,
two years later, Noble carried out appraisial in block 12 and the results confirmed
natural gas reserves of 4.54 tcf, enough to cover Cyprus domestic gas demand to
over 100 years, the good news for Cyprus and the region continued in
February,2018, with other gas discoveries by Italian heavyweight ENI in block 6
off Cyprus, branded Calypso, according to ENI natural gas reserves in Calypso
could exceed 6 to 8 tcf 10.
This equation given a golden chance to Cyprus to lead as regional player,
such as we seen the new summite alliance between Cyprus- Egypt- Israel- and
Greece
2.2.1. Cyprus between Uinfication and Regional Alliance
The attempts to process of unification once again go ahead between north
part “as a Turkish Cypriot” and the Southern part “as a country, membership in EU
and their owned energy”. The Cyprus did not allow for intervention of Turkey in
the domestic issues, the Turkey government said that the incomes in Cyprus should
be to all Cyprus not part only, Cyprus government required that to go out Turkey‟s
military in the North part. With reference to

the normalization of relations

between Turkey and Israel in (2016) has relatively failed?. The main barrier here,
is the existing a new coalition and a summit between: Greece, Cyprus and Israel on
the side, and the Cyprus, Israel, Egypt on the other side, in order to demarcate
water maritime and exporting the natural gas for European Countries.
10
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Furthermore, the overlap of the maritime border between Egypt, Israel,
Cyprus, Greece, and Lebonan, it is a background of hiding conflict and a race to
win this new golden opportunity,Particularly, Israel and Cyprus have already
begun to exert their impact and exploit some fields, especially that there is a
dispute between Lebanon and Israel and between the Greek and Turkish sides of
Cyprus.
"This below picture will explain a new energy Geopolitic in the Eastern MED also
explained the a pipeline connection between Israel& Cyprus fields go to Crete island in
Greece":

The East Med pipeline and possible connections, source: Cyprus Mail
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2.3. The Interests of a Superpower
The discovery of energy, in the East MED influenced the benefits of Russia, the
United States and the European Union, which threatens to fuel conflict in the
region, there are a serious Russia‟s relations with Cyprus and Israel, which
Moscow is Israel's biggest supporter of crude oil, also, The assets of Russian firms
and individuals in Cyprus are estimated at (31) billion USD in (2013)10.
In addition, the Russian loan to Cyprus, which was lastly restructured and
estimated at (3.3) billion USD, and the signing of the Russian corporation
GASPROM in (February, 2013), a twenty year agreement to purchase Liqified
Natural Gas from the fields, "Tamar and Dalit" Israelis, "Russian joint
development agreement with the regime of Bashar al-Assad to discover sources
and establish oil development projects in the exclusive economic zones of Syria for
(25) years worth about (90) million USD11.
According to (Jesus Manuel Triana, 2017) the Eastern Mediterranean is the
possible example to witness the raising of Russia in the International arena, during
his security analyst Russia has established a permanent naval presence in the
eastern Mediterranean. It has 16 ships, three naval helicopters and an aircraft
carrier, which means it is ready to face potential threats to its interests in this
region12.
As well as, the United States of America to the role of American oil firms,
Particulerly, Nobel Energy and ExxonMobil in the discovery and production of
hydrocarbon resources in the eastern Mediterranean, has led to the USA interest in
10
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energy security in this region, also, the security of the countries that have a close
ties with them (Israel, Jordan and Egypt) Especially in the framework of the
transition to conflict in Syria, the flows of refugees and the activities of terrorist
groups.
The U.S.A has played an interesting role in stimulating negotiations between
Greek Cypriot leaders and Turkish Cypriot parties with a view to finding a
comprehensive settlement of the Cyprus division. US officials hope that energy
will provide a strong impetus for progress in these talks and participation for
reconciliation between Turkey and Israel, in addition to U.S.A attention to the
Russian presence in the Eastern Mediterranean seriously, which made the United
States to strengthen its presence there.

Conclusion
The energy pipelines in the 21th century definitely refer to international political
economy, the discoveries approximately (2000) billion meters cubic of natural gas
undersea in the eastern Mediterranean can be explained to be the energy
revolution, thus given hope to lead Israel and Cyprus as a gas global market and its
configuration role such as a regional order in the Mediterranean basin generally, in
the southern and eastern of that area specifically.
The Mediterranean, historically, has indicated to a birthplace of humanity and
civilization, Geographically, it indicates to one of the sensitive strategic position
worldwide, it is the only sea in the world surrounded by three continents and
twenty one different countries. The Mediterranean is a breakpoint of various
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civilizations and three continents, regardless of an enormous number of tourists
/tourism such as archeological place and a wonderful weather.
During the early 21th century has been increased the political economy dimension,
including the process of producing energy and its exporting to the European
market. According to (Sulaiman Khattaf, 2014); the Eastern Mediterranean region
has entered the orbit of regional and global interest in energy after the remarkable
discoveries of natural gas. US companies are actively drilling for gas and oil in that
vital and strategic region. The importance of natural gas is that it comes in a
sensitive location between Egypt, Lebanon, Israel, Cyprus, Turkey, and all these
countries desperately need any source of energy. Europe, so much need for natural
gas and these regions have close proximity to Europe that is they are borders of
European countries. Russia currently supplies about a quarter of its natural gas
needs. Algeria also supplies southern Europe with gas through pipelines under the
Mediterranean. Europe also consumes large quantities of liquefied natural gas. In
2012, it consumed about 46 million tons of liquefied natural gas or about 19% of
world production13.
Finally, we can say that the new regional order in the eastern Mediterranean has a
multilateral, the case of Arab-Israeli conflict, Cyprus issues, refugee crisis, energy
geopolitics, energy security, Euro- Mediterranean issues and borders. The role of
MNC in the region, Turkey –Israeli relations, the existing pipeline and proposed
pipeline from the Middle East to Mediterranean, bordering and ordering in the
Mediterranean. All of these questions are related to the energy geo-politic and gas
connection in that region, relatively.
-
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